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Abstract. One of the important objectives of smart cities is to provide
electronic services to citizens, however, this requires the building of related
software which is a time-consuming process. In this regard, smart city
infrastructures require development tools that can help accelerate and
facilitate software development (mobile, IoT, and web applications). Inte-
grated Development Environments (IDEs) are well-known tools that have
brought together the features of various tools within one package. Mod-
ern IDEs include the advantages of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Cloud
Computing. These technologies can help the developer overcome the com-
plexities associated with multi-platform software products. This paper
has explored AI techniques that are applied in IDEs. To this end, the
Eclipse Theia (cloud-based IDE) and its AI-based extensions are explored
as a case study. The findings show that recommender system models, lan-
guage modeling, deep learning models, code mining, and attention mech-
anisms are used frequently to facilitate programming. Furthermore, some
researches have used NLP techniques and AI-based virtual assistance to
promote the interaction between developers and projects.

Keywords: Integrated Development Environment (IDE) · Online
IDEs · Software development · Artificial intelligence (AI) · Theia

1 Introduction

Today, cities have a strong desire to make their infrastructure smarter,
which requires electronic infrastructure and developing the related software.
c© The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2022
J. M. Corchado and S. Trabelsi (Eds.): SSCTIC 2021, LNNS 253, pp. 274–288, 2022.
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-78901-5_24
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Unfortunately, software development is a time-consuming process. To enable cities
to create electronic services faster, several tools have emerged which accelerate
and facilitate the software development life cycle. Integrated Development Envi-
ronments (IDEs) are well-known tools that have brought together the features of
various tools within one package. The main goal of IDEs is to increase develop-
ment speed, reduce errors, and increase the accuracy of the programming process
[1,2]. According to the literature, there are many functionalities (features) such as
debugging, autocomplete, etc. These features can fall into two categories, 1) Fea-
tures that are usually running continuously in the background most of which can
verify source code state such as live syntax checker and facilitate developments,
including code autocomplete during program writing time. 2) Features that users
can apply arbitrarily such as control versioning, code search, etc. However, IDEs
could have more automation and intelligence to help developers. These features
can be obtained by using Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning tech-
niques. Most IDEs include several tools to cover most aspects of software devel-
opment like analyzing, designing, implementing, testing, documenting, and main-
taining [3]. To increase the intelligence, these IDEs have embedded training models
into the modern versions. This task can fall into two methods:

– Improving current functionalities (features)
– Adding new functionalities.

In this regard, Eclipse Theia [4] which is a cloud-based IDE, includes several
AI-based extensions which have been explored in the case study. The findings
of the present study can help researchers use this paper to identify popular
IDE functionalities and related research areas, for example, the auto-complete
functionality benefits from language modeling [5] and NLP techniques. Moreover,
popular desktop and popular cloud IDEs have been investigated which can give
knowledge about practical aspects.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the
available IDE functionalities. Section 3 reviews the related works. Section 4 con-
ducts AI-based IDE functionalities. Section 5 describes the case study conducted
with Theia Cloud IDE, and finally, Sect. 6 concludes the paper.

2 Background: IDE Functionality

Although programmers can develop without the IDEs and use simple text edi-
tors, IDEs are a set of tools that help programmers significantly. Syntax high-
lighting, debugging and editing features, which run in background, are the most
common and basic features of IDEs [6]. Also, popular IDEs have provided
advanced functionalities such as version controlling, terminal console, program
element suggestion. These functionalities can be significantly improved by AI
algorithms. Moreover, with emerging cloud-based services and the requirement
of multiple development environments for different applications, IDEs are moving
from desktop-based to cloud-based which are accessible through a web browser
such as AWS Cloud9 [7], Codeanywhere [8] Eclipse Che [9].
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Fig. 1. Classified popular IDE features

Regarding related functionality topics, in the current paper, IDE function-
alities are categorized within the three classifications 1) basic and common 2)
advanced 3) cloud based. The details are illustrated in Fig. 1.

3 Related Works

Software development is a broad research area with different application domains
in mobile, web, multimedia, IoT, etc. Thus, many studies have been conducted
in the different fields of software development, which are mainly related to the
stages of designing (identify requirements and dependencies), developing (imple-
ment, compile, run, test, debug), and optimizing (code reviews, integration).

IDEs combine tools that facilitate the development process. Several stud-
ies have investigated IDE technologies and their future [6,10,11]. Although sec-
ondary studies on IDE tools and identifying all related topics have received little
attention, [12] has presented a valuable study that has investigated the role and
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applications of AI in classical software engineering. Their survey can serve as an
informative guideline for researchers to build intelligent IDE tools [13].

Moreover, given the notable role of cloud technologies in modern IDEs, [14]
has researched cloud-based IDEs. Also, [15] is a valuable work on Cloud IDE
creation, which includes the required environment and reviewing the challenges
posed to building cloud IDEs. From a more general perspective, [16] have inves-
tigated the effect of AI in software development and the role of learning from
available codes. These codes can be collected from online code repositories or
local code projects for IDEs. The methods and learning process from code have
been investigated in depth in [17], which can be of help to researchers when
designing intelligent IDE tools.

Besides, recent studies in the field of IDEs have been conducted to create
a more appropriate and efficient interaction between the programmer and the
programming environment, making the software production process more rapid.
For example, some works used virtual assistants. [18] have trained the model
which identified speech action types in developer question/answer conversations
while bug repair.

The current study tries to give a big picture of popular AI approaches in
desktop and online IDEs which have considered more practical aspects.

4 AI-Based IDE Functionality

Merging artificial intelligencewith existing IDE functionality can bring newoppor-
tunities in most involved area in software development tools. This improvement
can fall into two methods: 1) Improving current features 2) Adding new features.

4.1 Improve Current Functionalities

Existing features, such as code suggestion or code search, usually resort to rec-
ommender systems so as to provide more accurate results to developers [16].

Compiler: Compilers turn a programming language into low-level machine lan-
guages which can hide complexity from the developer and also help execute
written code on different platforms [19]. This feature is essential and must be
included as a basic IDE feature. However, it can be added as a third-party exten-
sion as well. Instruction selection, translation validation, and code optimization
are some implementation issues in compiler construction. Recently, some efforts
applied machine learning [20] or deepening [21] for code optimization.

Code Completion: In traditional IDEs, code completion can suggest
lists of programming language function during program writing. Improv-
ing this functionality through AI can be divided into two groups 1)
API/function/Class/variable suggestion improved by recommender systems
2) Automatic programming based on language modeling [5]. The first cate-
gory can improve the accuracy of suggestions and provide an efficient list of
API/function/variable suggestions [22].
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The second group is for the code completion approach in which AI can be used,
such as NLP techniques for language modeling [23]. These suggestions can consider
local code features in the current IDEfile. In otherwords, when developers arewrit-
ing the code, IDEs automatically collect the data in the background and provide
the data needed to train the models. These approaches usually use Deep Neural
Networks (DNN) that need to learn from large amounts of code. In practical works,
some efforts applied this solution in one-line code generation. For example, Tab-
Nine [24] has sped up programming by offering APIs. TabNine is a tool for code
completion suggestions, trained on millions of open-source Java applications. This
plugin works on the basis of the local code on which the developer is working.

Debugging: Debugging software is a process for the detection, location and
fixing of the bugs during software testing which takes more than 50% of a pro-
grammer’s time [25]. According to software development literature, automation
has been used to speed up the software development process. Fully automated
debugging is still being investigated. Semi-automatic debugging, which requires
human participation, has also been investigated by researchers. Existing methods
can be divided into two general categories: 1) Generate-and-validate approaches,
which first produce a set of candidate patches, and are then tested and validated
by the test suite. 2) Synthesis-based approaches, collect information by running
a test suite while using this information to create a problem solver [26].

Recently, one of the most widely used methods of debugging is the use of
automatic translation methods. For example, in [27,28], the patch created for
debugging is based on the use of neural machine translation. The method applied
in these studies is based on sequence-to-sequence learning.

Code Search: In the code search area, a search query can be written in natural
languages or structured text (E.g. code). Therefore, search code AI models need
both search queries and related codes. Most of the studies apply NLP techniques
to search code. The main problem with these methods is that they do not take
into account the difference between text and code which is structured code. In
this regard, [29] introduced the DNN model which has used code snippets and
description. Moreover, using AI approaches in code search requires a large code
dataset, which might lead to an increase in training and test time [30]. Therefore,
some efforts have employed embedded neural networks to reduce the dimension
of huge code snippets and to make similar codes close together [29].

Automated Testing: Testing is an important part of quality assurance in
which to verify that software is bug-free. In software engineering, testing can
be applied at different levels and with different techniques [31]. Ideally, the goal
of an automated data generation system for testing is to generate experimental
data in a way that enables all branches of the program with the least possi-
ble computational effort. Machine learning methods are one of the most widely
used methods in this field. For example, in [32] a productive statistical learning
approach for files is introduced.
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Although, IDE is used as an environment which facilitates code writing,
some of these IDEs can provide automatic testing as well. However, some tests
are usually presented in separate tools due to the high complexity. For example,
to find security vulnerabilities, different inputs are repeatedly tested and the
inputs are modified, which is called the fuzzing process. There are three general
methods for fuzzing. Blackbox random fuzzing [33], Whitebox constraint-based
fuzzing [34], grammar-based fuzzing [35]. Also, abnormally detection have been
used for this purpose, as well.

Graphical Editor: Interactive graphical editors allow even non-expert users
to create software [36]. MDA presents levels of abstraction which enable Visual
Programming Language (VPL) [37] in graphical editors. These visual items can
be modules, services, etc. When the user defines the sequence of visual items, the
code generator can transfer them into executable code. Recently some works have
used computer vision, to improve visual programming. The main idea behind
these approaches is generating text from an image. However, in the automatic
code generation field, the text is code (structured text) instead of natural lan-
guage text [38]. Convolutional neural network (CNN) and recurrent neural net-
work (RNN) have been used in this type of studies which are well-known deep
neural networks [38–40].

Live Templates: Static IDs’ templates can include class, function template,
expression (loop, switch cases). Predefined placeholders in templates, usually
filled by developers. However, the prediction ability of AI has led to the emer-
gence of live templates in modern IDEs. These models can predict variables
based on collecting information from local code projects [41].

Fig. 2. Live template data

4.2 Adding New Functionalities

With the advent of online code repositories and improved data collection, it has
become possible to add more new intelligent functionalities.

IDE Functionality Recommendations: [42] have found that users would
rarely use all the functionalities of IDEs (on average they use just 42 commands
out of the 1100 available commands). Therefore, some of the efforts [43,44] have
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presented new feature for offering IDE functionalities. These employ recommen-
dation system models to make users aware of the existing functionalities. Some
of theses functionalities have been outlined in this section.

Code Summarizing: The process of summarizing source code is to generate
short descriptions in the natural language of written code. Code summarization
can be considered as the basis of software documentation. The main idea of
giving a short explanation to a programmer is to help them understand the
code quickly and easily without having to read the code [45]. In general, source
code memorization methods can be divided into two categories. 1) Pattern-based
methods, 2) Artificial intelligence-based methods. For example, [46] has used
pattern-based methods to create code explanations. The use of deep learning
techniques, such as language modeling, has attracted the researchers’ attention
to this area as well [45,47].

AI Virtual Assistant: The AI-based virtual assistant is a program that can
perform duties on the basis of commands or requests [48]. It identifies speech
action types in developer question/answer conversations during bug repair.
Google Assistant and Apple’s Siri are popular assistants in the real-world. How-
ever, some works such as [18,49,50] have used virtual assistants in IDEs as well.

Comment Generation: Although comments are very useful, developers are
not utilizing them enough in their coding, even if they add comments, they are
not in the same style. Therefore, some research efforts have focused on gener-
ating descriptive comments for source code blocks [51]. Most of the academic
works have focused on generating text description based on the source code
functionality [52,53].

5 Case Study: Theia Cloud IDE

IDEs include several features, each of which is related to different disciplines,
such as software development, user interaction, etc. Therefore, creating IDEs
from scratch is troublesome. Under these circumstances, reusing other high-level
frameworks can save time. These frameworks already provided the basic features,
such as editing text (highlighting syntax, search, undo, find and replace), debug-
ging, autocomplete for functions, block comment/uncomment [54]. As a result,
using ready-made frameworks will facilitate the process for the developers, mak-
ing it possible for them to invest more time in their custom IDEs. Table 1 shows
the comparison between Eclipse Theia and Other IDEs.

There are different terms involved in Theia platform architectures. For exam-
ple, the term “Theia” means Theia platform or Theia editor. Therefore, it is
necessary to first define the terms used to refer to this technology.
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Table 1. Comparison between Eclipse Theia and other IDEs

Title Open source Desktop/online Building IDE product

VS Code Only desktop version +/+ −
Intelligent IDE Freemium +/+ −
Codeanywhere Freemium +/+ −
AWS Cloud9 Freemium +/+ −
JSFiddle Free −/+ −
Eclipse Theia Free +/+ +

– Workspace is a specific machine, acting as a container that holds the project
files, package managers, and an IDE-Interface. The interesting thing about
workplaces is that developers can deploy a project and its dependencies in
a workplace, then provide an image of it. This new workplace can be used
as a basis for other projects [15]. However, it should be regarded that as the
number of workplaces is increasing, using an orchestration tool for managing
workplaces is essential. This is where that workplace server plays an important
role.

– Workspace server supports the management of developer workplaces. It
can give a dashboard for creating, ending, starting and sharing workspaces.
This dashboard is similar to the management of a virtual machine on cloud
technologies [55].

– Theia platform, Theia is a platform and some developers utilize products
based on Theia (Che Theia). However, Che Theia is an editor for Eclipse Che
based on the Theia platform and it is called Theia as well [56].

– Eclipse Che, is a developer workspace server for the Eclipse Theia platform.
[57].

After understanding the basic concepts, it is helpful to learn about the struc-
ture of the Theia platform. Theia is available as a desktop and web-based appli-
cation. To handle both architectures with a single source, Theia uses the client-
server architecture. Moreover, Theia can also reuse other high-level frameworks,
technologies, protocols, etc. Theia benefits from several technologies, including:

– Keycloak: In fact, Che Theia is an editor for Eclipse Che. Therefore, it
is not responsible for multi-developer management on the system level, via
containers or OS user rights. These services are related to Eclipse Che, which
manages developer workspaces. Eclipse Che utilizes Keycloak to authenticate
developers [57].

– Monaco: Not only Eclipse Theia has followed most of VS code objects but
it uses VS code abilities such as Monaco code editor (the editor of VS Code),
as well. This reuse allows developers to use VS Code extensions in Theia [58].

– TypeScript: Considering that JavaScript cannot support complex applica-
tions; Typescript is used to enhance maintainability. In this regard, Theia UI
is fully implemented through Typescript [59].
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– InversifyJS: Theia uses the dependency injection framework Inversify.js to
compose and configure the frontend and backend applications. InversifyJS is a
lightweight inversion of control (IoC) container for TypeScript and JavaScript
apps. This feature contributes to extensibility and the future growth of prod-
ucts [60].

– Language server protocol (LSP): Theia has a distributed architecture
that needs to communicate between the client and the server. LSP is designed
for communicating between a tool (the client) and a language smartness
provider (the server). This protocol allows to implement the autocomplete
feature of IDEs in client-server structure [61,62].

All of the mentioned technologies convert Theia into a platform for building
IDEs and developing tools. Theia not only has most of the basic code editor
features - highlight syntax, debugging, etc., but also, has significant expendabil-
ity. Theia has core and other extensions that help to build extensions. This is
where deep learning models can be extended as extensions for desktop or cloud
IDE products. Also, researchers can use the benefits of VS code extensions in
the VS code marketplace which contains several AI-based extensions [63]. This
study has conducted some traditional and AI-based extensions that can be used
as developer assistants (Table 2). In general, practical tools has focused on pro-
viding features. Therefore, finding theoretical background which is used in their
development is difficult. However, there are some works on IDE extensions that
have provided valuable information:

kite [64,65] is an auto-complete tool that supports many back-end and front-
end languages such as Python, Java, JavaScript, etc. The unique feature of this
plugin is the completion of multi-line codes. Kite uses GPT-2 (utilizing deep
learning) which is a prepared general-purpose model called strong AI. This kind
of learner can be used for different tasks, such as text translation, answering
questions, summarizing passages, etc. This model used 25 million open-source
code files that can be run locally.

Table 2. Traditional and AI-based extensions example

Title Extension title AI techniques Ref

Kite Auto-complete DNN/GPT-2 [65]

Flutter Debugger – [66]

DeepL Auto-complete DNN [67]

VSearch Code search – [68]

Voice-enabled programming Virtual assistant NLP techniques [49]

Virtual assistant and skill templates Virtual Assistant – [69]

DeepL, [67]. This API is a JSON-RPC API for direct translation of text from
Visual Studio code. This plugin is a language translation service based on neural
networks and deep learning algorithms, and is currently supported in German,
English, French, Spanish, Italian, and Polish.
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Voice-Enabled Programming Extension. [49] have introduced a VS Code
extension that provides Voice-Enabled Programming. This model used the Lan-
guage Understanding (LUIS) concept in the Microsoft Azure LUIS app. In
general, extensions send query text to Azure and receive the results as JSON
responses. Typical client extensions for LUIS are virtual assistants offering online
chat communication via text or text-to-speech (chatbots).

In [15], the authors addressed the Eclipse Che structure. Figure 2 demon-
strates the structure of AI-based extensions which can add to cloud based IDEs
and bring the new structure (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Structure of AI-based extension in a Cloud IDE

6 Conclusion

There are some processes in software development such as implementing, debug-
ging, bug detection, testing, etc. which can take the developers time. In this
regard, IDEs include several tools that can be used to speed up these processes
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and provide automation. Recently, AI models have been utilized in IDEs to
increase the automation. This growth can fall into two methods: 1) Improving
current functionalities (features) 2) Adding new functionalities.

The first category includes improving current functionalities such as code
autocomplete, code search, live templates, etc. These functionalities have been
improved extensively by AI algorithms, especially through recommendation sys-
tem models. The second category involves new IDE features such as AI vir-
tual assistance, code summarization, etc. Some fields within AI have been more
attended to so as to provide IDE features. Language modeling based on the
sequence to sequence models, recommender systems, learning from existing code,
and source code analyzing are some instances to name a few.

According to the literature, generative models and language modeling (RNN)
have presented a powerful role in IDE learning models (autocomplete, test gen-
eration, code summarizing, etc.). However, learning long-term text is still a chal-
lenge. In this regard, attention-based neural networks have been investigated in
recent academic works.

Moreover, there are some efforts that have used NLP techniques for promot-
ing conversational experiences (Bots) and the interaction between developers
and projects.

In the present study, Theia has been exclusively taken into account. Not only
does Theia have most of the basic code editor features, but it also has significant
extendibility which includes using VS code extensions.

Modern IDEs can bring many benefits, however, there can also be challenges
in using online IDEs which must be addressed by researchers and engineers:

– One of the main features of online IDEs is that they can provide desktop
and online IDE version. However, the findings show that some extensions,
which work well in the desktop version, may encounter problems in the online
version.

– Web technologies are changing fast, making maintenance difficult. Therefore,
using high-level designs, such as templates, can be useful when developing
extensions.

– The embedded learning models should bring a real-time application which
needs to have a lightweight training model and low-latency prediction. There-
fore, this feature should be considered when engineers choose an extension or
develop it.

– When developing a Cloud IDE, it is important that it provide basic IDE
features and support different languages, versioning tools, databases (SQL,
NoSQL), cross-platform and multimedia development, online debugging, etc.
Although most of the theses features can be found in extension market places,
the serious projects need more guaranty. This is because maintenance, ver-
sioning, and extending these extensions may be challenging. Therefore, if a
new IDE product is designed for the use of several extensions, engineers must
carefully choose the extensions to minimize the risk that other extensions
from other IDE functionalities have other requirements. Moreover, extensions
should be investigated in terms of maintenance.
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